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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have a reference computer that runs Windows 7.
You plan to create an image of the computer and then deploy the
image to 100 computers.
You need to prepare the reference computer for imaging.
What should you do before you create the image?
A. Run Package Manager.
B. Run the System Preparation tool.
C. Install Windows Automated Installation Kit.
D. Install the User State Migration Tool.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
10229 2057

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the configuration.
What will happen to the wefosg service group if the websg is
online when all the systems in the cluster are rebooted
simultaneously, then all the systems finish booting and
successfully join the cluster?
A. It will return to the state it was in prior to the reboot.

B. It will remain offline on all systems.
C. It will start on sysl in a frozen state.
D. It will unfreeze on reboot and start on sys1.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A component that creates an inline frame within a Visualforce
page. A frame allows you to keep some information visible while
other information is scrolled or replaced.
A. apex:chartLabel
B. apex:attribute
C. apex:iframe
D. apex:include
Answer: C
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